The state-to-state-to-state model for direct chemical reactions: application to D+H2-->HD+H.
A simple theoretical model is developed to predict the state-to-state dynamics of direct chemical reactions. Motivated by traditional ideas from transition state theory, expressions are derived for the reactive S matrix that may be computed using the local transition state dynamics. The key approximation involves the use of quantum bottleneck states to represent the near separable dynamics taking place near the transition state. Explicit expressions for the S matrix are obtained using a Franck-Condon treatment for the inelastic coupling between internal states of the collision complex. It is demonstrated that the energetic thresholds for various initial reagent states of the D+H(2) reaction can be understood in terms of our theory. Specifically, the helicity of the reagent states are found to correlate directly to the symmetry of the quantum bottleneck states, which thus possess very different thresholds. Furthermore, the rotational product state distributions for D+H(2) are found to be associated with interfering pathways through the quantum bottleneck states.